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Introduction
The thesis focuses on rendering of accurate hard shadows using GPU acceleration. Two widely
used methods are analyzed, shadow volumes and shadow mapping, as well as their numerous
extensions that produce alias-free hard shadows in real-time.
The method of shadow volumes generates geometry which encapsulates shadowed regions
by extruding scene triangles into infinity along the incoming light directions. Shadows are then
determined for each visible point by testing whether the point lies inside any of these regions.
We describe hierarchical shadow volume culling techniques which make this method viable for
real-time rendering of typical computer game scenes.
Shadow mapping is an image-based method that utilizes the GPU to produce shadows. In a
preliminary scene rendering pass, Z-buffer rasterization stores the distances from surface points
to light sources in textures covering objects’ surfaces. The resolution of the textures must be
sufficiently large to avoid aliasing errors, observable as noticeable visual artifacts along shadow
edges.
We analyze the sources of aliasing in shadow mapping and propose several enhancements to
the standard algorithm which reduce or completely remove the errors. Unfortunately, methods
producing alias-free shadows remain computationally too expensive for rendering of scenes with
many light sources in real-time.
We observe that both alias-free shadow mapping and shadow volumes try to cull as many
unnecessary ray-triangle tests as possible by using different acceleration structures. We describe
our contributions that extend upon alias-free shadow mapping algorithms and provide alternative culling methods to maintain high performance and stable execution times. We deploy
these algorithms in the context of deferred shading.

Text Structure
In Chapter 1 — Introduction, we discuss how GPU rasterization is used to produce images. We
go through basics of rendering, scene representation in real-time applications, shading and the
GPU rendering pipeline. We conclude the chapter with description of deferred shading, and
how it is used to improve the efficiency of shading. Deferred shading also allows for extensive
scene analysis by saving information about surfaces visible from the camera, which is used in
all accurate real-time shadow algorithms.
Chapter 2 — Real-Time Shadows is dedicated to the phenomenon of shadows and explains
how shadows can be computed.
Chapter 3 — Alias-Free Shadow Mapping analyzes existing algorithms derived from shadow
mapping that are capable of computing accurate hard shadows in real-time.
Chapter 4 — Our Contributions describes our proposed algorithms that allow for display
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of accurate hard shadows.

Contributions
As part of our dissertation thesis, we have proposed several algorithms that improve upon ideas
of reducing shadow map aliasing.
Our most notable contributions are:
• A new GPU-accelerated algorithm for display of accurate hard shadows — linked-list
shadow mapping (LLSM). See Section 2 for more details.
• Analysis of a hybrid approach that combines fast computation of standard shadow mapping and accurate computation of LLSM. Section 3 describes this method in more detail.
• A novel algorithm derived from frustum traced raster shadows [Wyman et al., 2015] that
uses rectilinear texture warping [Rosen, 2012] instead of SDSM Z-partitioning [Lauritzen
et al., 2011] to reduce the overhead of rasterizing the scene conservatively multiple times.
See Section 4 for more details.
• Implementation of kD-tree construction and traversal on the GPU capable of tracing
shadow rays efficiently. Section 5 describes the algorithm in more detail.

1 Resolution Estimation for Shadow Mapping
This method was published in [Ferko, 2013].

Figure 1: Our new method outperforms standard Shadow Mapping by dynamically reducing
shadow map resolution. We improve on quality as well as performance. Standard Shadow
Mapping at 4096x4096 (left, 2.8 ms) and our method with resolution reduced to 2700x2300
(right, 2.4 ms).
We present an approach to efficiently reduce shadow map resolution while retaining high
quality hard shadows — resolution estimation shadow mapping (RESM). In the first step, we
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generate a list of view samples seen from the camera and then project these into the light space,
just like Alias-free Shadow Maps [Aila and Laine, 2004]. In the next step, we analyze the list
of sample points on the GPU to construct a tight light frustum for shadow rendering.
Concurrently with computing the tight light frustum, we calculate for each sample its coverage in the final shadow map to estimate how large a shadow map pixel for the view sample
should be. From this number, we derive the lowest possible resolution to use in the shadow map
while retaining nearly alias-free shadows. Our algorithm is targeted for a deferred renderer.
We adopt the fitting approach suggested in [Brabec et al., 2000]. The original paper performs
fitting only on a lower resolution camera image, taking into account only a fraction of view
samples. We access the whole G-Buffer depth, which is used in other parts of the rendering
pipeline as well, and process the data on the GPU. This allows for very efficient calculation.
SDSM [Lauritzen et al., 2011] employs a similar GPU fitting, performing it in parallel for
multiple shadow cascades by selectively assigning view samples to different cascades.
Additionally, we compute the potential maximum size of a shadow texel during the analysis.
This allows for a likely speed-up of shadow map rendering, when a lower resolution than the
maximum allowed resolution can be used. We can plug this easily into e.g. SDSM to further
reduce shadow map rendering costs at the cost of a quick analysis overhead.
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Figure 2: Showing execution time for RESM of up to 4096x4096 resolution (green) and
standard 4096x4096 Shadow Mapping (blue). Screen resolution was 1680x1050.
As we can see from the results, the analysis step takes under 1ms when there are at least
some points outside the light’s viewing frustum that the algorithm can discard fast. This does
not happen until frame 200 in our animation (Figure 2). When the shadow map resolution is
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reduced, we actually outperform standard Shadow Mapping thanks to a faster rasterization.
The performance of scene analysis as well as the recommended resolution depend on resolution
of the camera image.

2 Linked-List Shadow Mapping
This method was published in [Ferko, 2014].
Linked-list shadow mapping (LLSM) is a method for real-time display of alias-free hard
shadows derived from view-sample mapping algorithms [Aila and Laine, 2004, Johnson et al.,
2005, Sintorn et al., 2008]. We avoid the standard rasterization during shadow map generation and create linked lists of view samples per shadow map texel. Such a data structure is
generated directly on the GPU and then used to generate alias-free hard shadows through GPUaccelerated irregular rasterization. LLSM is fully GPU-accelerated thanks to recent features
— geometry shaders, atomic counters and shader image atomics.
LLSM is a view-sample mapping algorithm that generates the grid-of-lists structure in light
space from view samples [Johnson et al., 2005]. It is similar in nature to [Arvo, 2007] and has
only small differences compared to [Sintorn et al., 2008]. The generated linked list structure is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Buffers used by LLSM. One shadow map texel contains several view samples (left).
For each shadow map texel, we have a start offset (middle) and view sample positions and links
are stored in the fragment buffer (right). The arrows suggest how a single linked list might be
reconstructed.
The main difference from [Sintorn et al., 2008] is the generation of linked lists which is
inspired by order independent transparency methods [Thibieroz and Gruen, 2010]. Sintorn et
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al. also extend the algorithm to generate soft shadows. Their implementation simulates newer
OpenGL features (not present in 2008) with CUDA for the list generation.
LLSM was superseded by the more recent FTIZB method [Wyman et al., 2015]. Opposed
to LLSM, Wyman et al. figured out a way to avoid the atomic counter used in linked list
creation, reduce the memory footprint of this structure and speed up the process. They also
describe several improvements to reduce overhead and show how recent hardware-accelerated
conservative rasterization can further improve and simplify the process. Furthermore, they use
several cascades (identical to SDSM) to further reduce unbalanced workloads (e.g. when a
linked list would contain hundreds of view samples).

3 Hybrid LLSM

Figure 4: Overview of Hybrid LLSM. Left: We analyze G-buffer depth to identify which
view samples (red pixels) might produce aliasing even with a 4096x4096 shadow map. Middle:
Standard shadow mapping is used for less challenging view samples, and LLSM for the expensive
ones, the shadow result is stored in a texture. Right: The shadow result texture is accessed
during the lighting phase.
LLSM has performance problems due to uneven workloads and the need to process a large
amount of ray-triangle intersection tests. Although using conservative rasterization as a means
of culling unnecessary ray-triangle tests works well, only a portion of view samples actually
needs such a high-quality solution.
We explore the possibilities of a hybrid approach, where LLSM is used only for view samples
that would potentially produce aliasing with a simpler method such as standard shadow mapping. The algorithm analyzes view samples to determine the lower-bound for required shadow
map resolution for each view sample (just like RESM), and then uses a hybrid approach that
utilizes standard shadow mapping for view samples that do not require unmanageable shadow
map resolutions. Shadows for view samples where the lower-bound exceeds texture resolution
threshold (e.g. 4096x4096) will be rendered using LLSM. The output quality is equivalent to
ray-traced hard shadows and the algorithm runs in real-time. We focus on spot lights. A quick
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overview is shown in Figure 4.
Hybrid LLSM increases the performance of LLSM rapidly, and shadow quality remains the
same. We measured speed-ups of almost 2x on most tested scenes (Table 1).
Scene
Hairball
Sponza
City
Dragon

LLSM

Hybrid

Speed-up

Mean

125.47

33.02

3.8

σ

97.17

60.84

1.6

Mean

87.72

45.89

1.91

σ

67.76

49.74

1.36

Mean

43.18

22.95

1.88

σ

39.04

28.75

1.36

Mean

24.91

12.84

1.94

σ

19.34

8.77

2.21

Table 1: Only LLSM generated shadows compared to using the Hybrid LLSM approach
for several scene fly-throughs. The hybrid approach improves performance significantly, while
retaining high quality shadows. Recorded times are in milliseconds.

4 Rectilinear Texture Warping for Irregular Z-buffers

Figure 5: Shadows generated by SDSM show visible aliasing in certain scene setups (left, 4
2048x2048 cascades, 5.3ms). Frustum-traced Irregular Z-buffer (FTIZB) generates alias-free
shadows, but at a higher cost (center, 4 2048x2048 cascades, 30.4ms). RTW-IZB extends upon
FTIZB by warping view samples position projected into light space to balance GPU workloads
better and avoid multiple irregular Z-buffers at the same quality and slightly lower performance
(right, 2048x2048 RTW-IZB, 48ms). All images rendered at 1920x1080 resolution and timings
captured on an NVIDIA GTX 680.
Frustum-traced irregular Z-buffers [Wyman et al., 2015] balance workloads much better
than previous view sample mapping algorithms. However, it comes at the cost of conservatively
rasterizing the scene multiple times, which imposes a performance penalty.
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We introduce a method derived from FTIZB — rectilinear texture warping for irregular Zbuffers (RTW-IZB). RTW-IZB uses rectilinear texture warping [Rosen, 2012] to alter positions
of stored view samples in linked lists, allowing for shorter lists and better balanced GPU workloads. We avoid processing multiple irregular Z-buffers which adds overhead for conservatively
rasterizing the scene multiple times. Rectilinear texture warping ensures more even distribution
of workloads at the cost of less efficient culling due to the rasterization of bounding rectangles
instead of conservative triangles.
Our main contributions are:
1. A novel algorithm derived from FTIZB that uses rectilinear texture warping [Rosen, 2012]
instead of SDSM z-partitioning [Lauritzen et al., 2011].
2. A new approach to reducing maximum linked list lengths for grid-of-lists view sample
structures.
3. Extensive comparison to existing methods.
Rectilinear texture warping (RTW) for shadow maps [Rosen, 2012] addresses the problem
of projection aliasing by using a non-linear shadow map projection that adapts itself to view
sample locations in light space. Their approach does not ensure alias-free shadows in general,
but produces results close to ray-traced shadows. It might need subdivision of triangles because
of the non-linear projection, which can generate curved triangle edges after projection.
We strive to find the ideal balance between reasonable culling that avoids as many raytriangle tests as possible, while adding only a small overhead to ray-triangle tests that contribute
to the final image.
Although tests show that RTW-IZB has problems in certain scene setups and suffers from
variable performance, it executes faster than FTIZB in certain cases. See Figure 6 for detailed
timings.

5 GPU kD-trees
Even though rectilinear texture warping offers a way to better balance workloads, the added
overhead caused by replacing rasterized triangles with axis-aligned rectangles increases the fill
rate (the amount of rasterized fragments per frame) dramatically.
Identifying a good culling method that performs well and culls a reasonable number of raytriangle tests is hard. CPU-based methods such as AFSM [Aila and Laine, 2004] with kD-trees
have not been parallelized well on GPUs, and previous GPU methods all use the grid-of-lists
structure introduced in IrrZ [Johnson et al., 2005]. However, tests present in the original AFSM
paper [Aila and Laine, 2004] suggest that a GPU-accelerated algorithm for AFSM will perform
the culling tasks well.
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Figure 6: Showing performance of FTIZB (4 cascades, 2048x2048, blue) and RTW-IZB
(2048x2048, orange) and their performance on several scenes. FTIZB offers stable performance,
but does not outperform RTW-IZB in certain cases (e.g. the San Miguel scene).
The main issue is the parallelization of each step of the algorithm. The first non-trivial step
of the AFSM algorithm is to generate a 2-dimensional kD-tree of view-samples projected into
the light clip space.
The second and the slowest step of their algorithm is traversing the aforementioned kD-tree
with each scene triangle in the light clip space and finding view samples that may be shadowed
by this triangle. Once we identify all overlapped view samples, the process resumes exactly as
shadow mapping.
Our proposed algorithm — KD-AFSM — addresses both issues and constructs a 2-dimensional
kD-tree of all view samples in milliseconds. We use tree construction as described in [Karras,
2012] — we generate Morton codes for view samples, sort them and then construct an ordered
binary radix tree on top of the sorted Morton codes (Figure 7). An example of a generated
kD-tree is shown in Figure 8.
Tree traversal has not been implemented yet and tree construction adds a large overhead at
the moment (~ 7ms at 1920x1080 resolution), but a combination with a hybrid approach will
ensure higher performance.
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Figure 7: The layout of a binary radix tree enabling a parallel construction. Internal nodes
are numbered 0–6 and aligned horizontally with leaf nodes of the same indices. The range of
keys covered by each node is indicated by a horizontal bar and split positions are indicated by
red circles. Image from [Karras, 2012].

Figure 8: Image seen by the camera (top left), view samples for this view projected to the
light clip space (top right). The corresponding kD-tree generated on the GPU — top 8 levels
(bottom left) and the full tree (bottom right).
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